Colters Wife

New York Times bestselling author Joan Johnston, who writes brisk romance chock-full of
compelling conflicts and strong local color (Publishers Weekly), evokes the grandeur,
excitement, and danger of the American frontier in this sweeping historical novel. When
Kinyan Holloways husband is killed in a range accident, she has no idea how she and her
children will manage. Torn between the Sioux world in which she was raised and maintaining
her husbands ranch - the largest in the Wyoming Territory - she knows only that somehow she
will not just survive but preserve her childrens heritage for them. Into her life rides Benjamin
Colter, a scarred stranger whos fast with his gun. Colter has tried to put vengeance behind him,
but the past seems destined to catch up with him. What he wants now is Kinyan Holloway and her ranch - but he can get them only if he defeats a deadly rival and agrees to become a
father to three children who awnt more from him than hes able to give.
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Colters Wife [Johnston] on cavsbigplastic.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. After
eleven years of marriage to John Holloway, a white rancher, Kinyan, now a .
Colters' Wife By Maya Banks - FictionDB. Cover art, synopsis, sequels, reviews, awards,
publishing history, genres, and time period.
For the first time, Colters' Woman and the two short story sequels, Colters' Wife and Callie's
Meadow are now available in one edition and are listed in the order . Colters' Wife can be
found in the reissue of book 1, Colters' Woman. The story takes place shortly after Colters'
Woman and includes the birth of Holly's first . This was an e-novella about the very pregnant
Holly Colter and her three husbandsâ€”Adam, Holly is the Colters' Wife, no doubt about that.
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